2021 Rickards Invitational

INTERSCHOOL
Rules:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

All registered members of a school may work together on the test
Any online or offline resources may be used
No working together with unregistered members of school or people outside of school!
Answer forms will be sent out to all registered teams. If you register sometime after
11/6/21, you will receive the answer form in your registration confirmation email.
Answer forms must be submitted before 11:59 PM on 11/19/21 to be graded.
Questions are weighted with different point values, which are next to the questions. There
are a total of 248 points available.
Many sections are autograded, so make sure to follow the guidelines for answering each
part.
Clarifications and errata may be periodically posted to the “Interschool” tab of the
Rickards Invitational website (rickardsinvitational.org), so be sure to check regularly.
If you would like any clarifications on answer format or question phrasing, message us at
rickardsinvitational@gmail.com!

Section 1: Math Galore! (63 points)
The answers to each of the following math questions are positive integers. Each question is
worth 3 points (though some are harder than others).

Section 2: Factorial Phonology (18 points)
Answer the following questions about typed and spoken
representations of factorials. All typing is done in this font
(Courier New), with this page size (8.5 x 11 inch portrait),
with this font size (12), and these margins (1 inch).
1. (2 points) Dylan takes an integer x, computes x!, and types
it out without any commas or spacing. What is the minimum
value of x for which it takes more than a single sheet of
paper (front and back) to type out x! in standard notation?
2. (5 points) Next Dylan tries typing out a different
factorial in “English format”. For instance, 8! would be
40320 = “forty thousand three hundred twenty” (35
characters). Find the exact number of characters (including
spaces) in the English format of 221!.
3. (3 points) What is the minimum value of x for which it
takes more than a single sheet of paper to type out x! in
English format?
4. (5 points) Find the exact number of syllables in the
English format of 221!. (Hint: Refer to Merriam-Webster for
proper pronunciations)
5. (3 points) Next Dylan tries to say x! out loud (essentially
speaking the English format). If Dylan speaks at 3
syllables per second, what is the least value of x for
which it takes Dylan 5 minutes to say the number?

Section 3: Translation Station (16 points)

The following problem is based off of those in the North American Computational Linguistics
Open (NACLO). Each answer is worth 4 points.
Read the following sentences in Dylanese along with their English translations:
“Hulok fasu lyan visi” → “The tall girl drinks water.”
“Akarlo peqlu naranfe visalo” → The small men drank orange juice.
“Akar naran pequ coma i bok” → The man ate a small orange in a tree.
“Huloklo seclo rajla comilo i lyan” → The girls eat red grapes in water.

Now translate the following sentences from Dylanese to English:
“Akarlo faslu sec comilo.” → ???
“Hulok secfe raja visa.” → ???

And translate the following sentences from English to Dylanese:
“The small girls drink sap in a tree.” → ???
“The tall trees ate red oranges.” → ???

Section 4: Movie Math (14 points)

Find the movie that each of these pictures of math are taken from. Each correct answer is worth 2
points. (Hint: The pictures are cropped, but not altered in any other way)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Section 5: Location, Location, Location (22 points)
Mihir got lost after going off-campus for lunch one day. Help him get back home! Find the
latitude and longitude coordinates of the places these pictures were taken. Round coordinates to
the nearest degree.

Picture 1: (3 points)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SELFREQKUAVlYJBHKAjrYNjSHVd_fFlx/view?usp=sharing

Picture 2: (3 points)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QMwAksII0Q7S8A4trgdKI0adjoGJlIko/view?usp=sharing

Picture 3: (4 points)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MUrT7KsetfiK4OPofJo9ne1a0VczAppY/view?usp=sharing

Picture 4: (4 points)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YYigzdVzi2FQAou002vH0BYJwOsh8C3m/view?usp=sharing

Oops! Seems like Mihir accidentally covered the lens for this picture.
Picture 5: (4 points)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wJdlf80oUmkP2VUwh77zu2aD3s9uS4-k/view?usp=sharing

Section 6: Literal Lyrics (8 points)
The song lyrics below have been "formalized". Determine the song title that each lyric is from.
Each question is worth 1 point.
1. The equine that I own will be delivered to an aged city street.
2. The flashes have obscured my vision. Dozing will not be possible unless I have a sensation of
your handling.
3. The bundled parcel has been displaced. A female admires my perfume scent.
4. Dark areas can be currently observed in the place where I reside. The affection that I presented
can no longer be repossessed.
5. Relating to the topic of descending rotation, specifically in fathomless areas, how exactly is
one knowledgeable?
6. Advance my position to the outskirts. The collection of my peers have deceased.
7. The girl appreciates the fashion in which I maneuver. She too relishes my gestures of
migration.
8. I occupy opposing hues, which is preferable?

Section 7: Internet Scavenger Hunt! (16 points)
The following two tasks are Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) scavenger hunts. Keep in mind
that for these tasks you don’t have to contact anyone or do anything malicious - all information
needed is public and can be found online.
Task A: (6 points)
We have special information on a target that is stealing our math problems! We know he has
multiple social media accounts and his codename is Jumano Jumping. We don’t know his real
name or anything else about him. Maybe you can help us find him and a specific phrase that he
has posted to his social media that will be clearly indicated as the correct answer. You’ll know
that you got the answer when you find it.

Task B: (10 points)
Alright, we have our target set on a new person: Jackson S. He stole our pictures for the awards
ceremony and won't give them back! We tried searching him up online, but we couldn't find him.
However, we did find an unfiled, redacted, and unfinished police report that he was going to file
from his trip in Hanover. Just like before, you need to find a specific phrase that will be clearly
indicated as the correct answer for the question.
Police Report:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G8_SMuDXGlaEpJznG_hg9s3ifkJA3RF9/view?usp=sharing

Section 8: Secret Messages (12 points)
Aliens have abducted Dylan and are holding him for ransom until we find the secret messages in
the files below! Each answer is worth 2 points.
File 1:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vkiC9rqpzKZHMuqKE9hEH_4pahHt9Y6w/view?usp=sharing
File 2:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171b3zL8i74Uzeltj5JzJ7fL3tg9UZYYe/view?usp=sharing
File 3:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Jd6yn9_JIy7fE3-7AJSlS490RoLZ0Bk/view?usp=sharing
File 4:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D_SzfL1enOQ7Vluk1644tD-ONqgK_O7q/view?usp=sharing
File 5:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q0Y5F24Gmt6hEatyV_PFYzsld7_3fLBz/view?usp=sharing
File 6:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0nzBhHuLOo-k9tESRtBmqGOwFJFRlbu/view?usp=sharing

Section 9: Sequences (27 points)
For each of the following sequences separated by ||’s, identify the missing elements (symbolized
by ____’s). This section will not be auto-graded, so answers similar to the correct ones can be
accepted. Each blank is worth 1 point.

1. 2: Sun || 10: New || 18: Idle || ____
2. 92: None || 93: Oscar || 94: Alberto || _____
3. 17: 2 and 3 || 18: 1 and 4 || 19: 3 and 7 || _____
4. 00: Green || 27: Red || 10: Black || ____
5. WIV || V || EVII || ___
6. Steinem || McCune || Kerouac || _____

7.
The next element in the sequence is…
a) The same as the first
b) The same as the second
c) The same as the third
d) The same as the fourth
e) A reflection of the first
f) A reflection of the second
g) A reflection of the third
h) A reflection of the fourth
8.

James || Anders || Isaac || ____

9. 25: 0.319 || _____ || 75: 1.15 || 100: Infinite
10. 3114 || 1114 || 14 || ___
11. 22: Candidate || _____ || 24: International || 25: Grand
12. -1: 2, 3, 6 || 0: DNE || 1: 1, 2, 3 || 2: 3, 4, 5 || _____
13. 0.25 || 7.6 || 228 || _____
14. Albert || ____ || ____ || Alfred || Ernest || Ernest
15. Marie || Linus || John || ____
16. 1: Infinite || 2: 1.645 || 3: 1.202 || ____
17. 1: 0 || 2: 1 || 3: 0.866 || ____
18. John (‘65) || Charles (‘81) || Leon (‘01) || ___
19. Madrid || Hyderabad || Seoul || ____
20. Farm animal || Indian state || Monopoly space || ___
21. Round 1: 255 || Round 2: 79 || Round 3: 40 || ____ || ____ || ____
22. Tom || Sandra || Mike || ____
23. Jackson || Jefferson || Madison || ____
24. 1: MG || 2: FP || 3: TS || ____

Section 10: Connections (32 points)
Each of the following lists of 16 words or phrases can be sorted into 4 groups of 4, such that the
4 words or phrases share some commonality. There is only one assortment that works for all 4
groups. For each list, give the 4 groups in terms of the letters associated with each word or
phrase. For instance, if one of your groups for the first question is Foot, Moth, Monkey Bars,
Eyepiece, then you would submit AFGL as your first answer for that question.
1.
Foot (A)

Seesaw (B)

Spring rider (C)

Tetrahedral (D)

Bent (E)

Moth (F)

Monkey bars (G)

Fire (H)

Linear (I)

Base (J)

Curve (K)

Eyepiece (L)

Slide (M)

Swing (N)

Stage (O)

Tube (P)

Body (A)

Where (B)

When (C)

Who (D)

Bottom (E)

House (F)

Up (G)

What (H)

Strange (I)

Top (J)

Grey (K)

One (L)

Why (M)

Thing (N)

How (O)

Charm (P)

Washington (A)

Bases (B)

Sheriff (C)

Battery (D)

Ghost (E)

George Washington
(F)

Die (G)

Boyd (H)

Sergeant (I)

Question (J)

Allen (K)

Holland (L)

Gun (M)

Woodpecker (N)

Doctor (O)

Bell (P)

2.

3.

4.

Lemon-Up (A)

Ark (B)

Kangaroo (C)

Sign (D)

Cape Barren (E)

Girl (F)

Tagalong (G)

Woman (H)

Some (I)

Do-si-do (J)

Samoa (K)

Dream (L)

Vanderlin (M)

Pie (N)

Thin Mint (O)

Trefoil (P)

Travel (A)

Order (B)

Kingdom (C)

All (D)

Kless (E)

Object (F)

Loop (G)

Domain (H)

Eive (I)

Class (J)

Line (K)

Genus (L)

Constructor (M)

Family (N)

Method (O)

Zone (P)

Ball (A)

Beast (B)

Athens (C)

Storm (D)

Birmingham (E)

Handover (F)

Auburn (G)

Flake (H)

Darwin (I)

Bank (J)

Angel (K)

Microwave (L)

Hoover (M)

Montgomery (N)

Mobile (O)

Probing (P)

Andy (A)

Ken (B)

Michelangelo (C)

King (D)

Anti (E)

Trojan (F)

Buzz (G)

Vincent (H)

Salvador (I)

Bullseye (J)

Pablo (K)

Watch (L)

Summer (M)

Leonardo (N)

Flu (O)

Jackson (P)

5.

6.

7.

8.

War (A)

Sore (B)

Welt (C)

Captain (D)

Square (E)

Bump (F)

Iron (G)

Capital (H)

Rogue (I)

Air Force (J)

Boil (K)

Lesion (L)

Black (M)

Xbox (N)

Scarlet (O)

Rigs (P)

Section 11: Predicting the Future (20 points)
Finally, we would like you to make some guesses about future events! No need to be perfectly
clairvoyant - your score for each question will be based off your prediction’s distance from the
correct answer.
1. Predict the first-place score on the 2021 Rickards Invitational Calculus Individual (across
both in-person and mail-in competitors). If the correct answer is X, and your prediction is
−|𝑋−𝑌|/5

Y, let Z = 5𝑒
. For this question the number of points you earn will be equal to
the greatest integer that is at most Z.
2. Predict how many competitors will take tests at the in-person 2021 Rickards Invitational.
−|𝑋−𝑌|/20

If the correct answer is X, and your prediction is Y, let Z = 5𝑒
. For this question
the number of points you earn will be equal to the greatest integer that is at most Z.
3. Predict the maximum score earned on this 2021 Rickards Invitational Interschool across
all competing middle and high schools. If the correct answer is X, and your prediction is
−|𝑋−𝑌|/10

Y, let Z = 5𝑒
. For this question the number of points you earn will be equal to
the greatest integer that is at most Z.
4. Predict the score your school will earn on this 2021 Rickards Invitational Interschool. If
−|𝑋−𝑌|/10

the correct answer is X, and your prediction is Y, let Z = 5𝑒
. For this question
the number of points you earn will be equal to the greatest integer that is at most Z.

